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ABSTRACT 
 
For vitrifying nuclear waste glass, the feed, a mixture of waste with glass-forming and modifying 
additives, is charged onto the cold cap that covers 90–100% of the melt surface. The cold cap 
consists of a layer of reacting molten glass floating on the surface of the melt in an all-electric, 
continuous glass melter. As the feed moves through the cold cap, it undergoes chemical 
reactions and phase transitions through which it is converted to molten glass that moves from 
the cold cap into the melt pool. The process involves a series of reactions that generate multiple 
gases and subsequent mass loss and foaming significantly influence the mass and heat 
transfers. The rate of glass melting, which is greatly influenced by mass and heat transfers, 
affects the vitrification process and the efficiency of the immobilization of nuclear waste. We 
studied the cold-cap reactions of a representative waste glass feed using both the simultaneous 
differential scanning calorimetry–thermogravimetry (DSC-TGA) and the thermogravimetry 
coupled with gas chromatography-mass spectrometer (TGA-GC-MS) as complementary tools to 
perform evolved gas analysis (EGA). Analyses from DSC-TGA and EGA on the cold-cap 
reactions provide a key element for the development of an advanced cold-cap model. It also 
helps to formulate melter feeds for higher production rate. 
 
Keywords: Cold-cap reactions, Evolved gas analysis, nuclear waste vitrification, glass melting. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The cost and schedule of high-level waste (HLW) treatment is highly dependent on the loading 
of HLW in glass and on the rate of HLW glass production. In a continuously fed glass melter, the 
rate of processing is jointly controlled by the rate of heat transfer from molten glass to the cold 
cap and by the kinetics of various chemical reactions and phase transitions within the cold cap 
[1-3]. The cold cap is a mixture of low-melting salts, glass-forming melts, undissolved refractory 
solids (sometimes in clusters), and various gases [4].  
 
The nuclear waste itself contains 40 to 60 elements forming water-soluble salts, amorphous 
gels, and crystalline minerals. The conversion to glass proceeds over a wide range of 
temperatures (~100–1100°C) spanning the formation of molten salts that react with feed solids, 
turning them into intermediate products and ultimately the glass-forming melt. Various cold-cap 
reactions evolve gases that escape from the cold cap through open pores and through the 
bottom foam layer that develops beneath the cold cap [5]. Understanding the cold-cap reactions 
over the temperature range of the conversion process helps formulate melter feeds for higher 
production rate, and hence an enhanced efficiency of the vitrification facility. 
 
Gas-evolving cold-cap reactions release chemically bonded water and produce NOx, O2, and 
COx from reactions of nitrates with organics and reactions of nitrates, nitrites and carbonates 
with solids [8-20]. Pokorny et al. [7] modeled the kinetics of the gas–evolving cold cap reactions 
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using data from non-isothermal TGA. Their model describes the overall reaction rate as a sum 
of mutually independent nth order reaction kinetics with the Arrhenius rate coefficients. For 
simplification, they neglected interactions between consecutive reactions and the complex 
responses of multicomponent molten salts and reactants. 
 
For the DSC-TGA study, the run/rerun method was utilized to separate the reaction heat from 
both the heat associated with the heat capacity of the feed and experimental artifacts. 
Calculating the degree of conversion based on the reaction heat, an nth order kinetic model was 
applied, where the kinetic parameters were obtained using the Kissinger method, combined with 
least squares analysis. Furthermore, the heat capacity of the reacting feed from this analysis 
was estimated. The TGA-GC-MS combination was used to perform qualitative and quantitative 
EGA for the cold-cap reactions. EGA allows the identification of gases released and the 
determination of their amounts as a function of temperature while the sample is subjected to a 
controlled temperature program. Previous informative, yet semi-quantitative, EGA studies 
analyzed off-gas from a lab-scale furnace but were unable to determine contributions of each 
gas to the mass losses [21-23]. 
 
In this paper we illustrate the correlation between the gases detected by the GC-MS and the 
mass loss rate from TGA to obtain a quantitative analysis of contributions of individual gases to 
mass losses associated with the feed-to-glass conversion and its correspondence to the DSC-
TGA results. 
 

 
THEORY 

 

Although details in cold-cap reactions are rather complicated, we represent individual reactions 
with an nth-order kinetic model along with the Arrhenius rate coefficient [7]: 

 

(1 ) expini i
i i

d E
A

dt RT

α
α

 
= − − 

 
                                                (1) 

 
where iα is the ith reaction conversion degree, iA is the ith reaction pre-exponential factor, iE is 

the ith reaction activation energy, in  is the ith reaction apparent order, T is the temperature, and 

R is the gas constant. Assuming that the reactions are mutually independent, we represent the 
overall reaction rate as a weighted sum of the rates of individual reactions: 
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where α is the overall degree of conversion, N is the number of reactions, and iw denotes the ith 

reaction fraction such that 
1

1
N

i
i

w
=

=∑ .  

According to Kissinger [24], iE  can be estimated by determining the temperature of the ith peak 

maximum, Tim, for experiments carried out at different heating rates, /dT dtβ ≡ , using the 

formula  
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Pokorný et al. [7] showed that this formula can be applied to gas-evolving cold-cap reactions. 
The remaining coefficients (Ai, ni, and wi) were determined using the least squares optimization.. 
With ongoing reactions, the DSC essentially measures the total heat flow to the sample from 
two contributions concurrently: the heat flow associated with the heat capacity of the sample 
and the heat flow associated with heat of reactions. The simultaneous DSC-TGA measures the 
total specific heat flow, Q, which, when divided by the rate of heating, attains the heat capacity 
unit, i.e., heat per unit mass and temperature. Thus, it becomes an “apparent” heat capacity, 

app /pc Q β=  which comprises heat capacity of the sample, pc , and the heat 

generated/consumed by the reactions: 
  

app
p p Tc c H α= + ∆ ∂                                                             (4) 

 

where ∆H is the overall specific reaction enthalpy [25]. Note that, although DSC (or 
simultaneous DSC-TGA) is not the best technique to measure heat capacities accurately, it can 
provide an estimate for heat capacity under appropriate experimental conditions (e.g., β ≥ 10 

K min-1) [25,26]. This allowed us to use the total heat flows from the simultaneous DSC-TGA in 

order to obtain, by Equations (2)– (6), the kinetic parameters for individual peaks, as well as ∆H 

and estimated pc . To this end, we used the run/rerun technique and the least squares methods. 

 
Assuming that the mass loss of the batch is only associated with gas evolution reactions [7] the 
mass of the feed batch at time t is 

 

���� = �� −��	

��� = �� − ∑ �����
�

���
                                (5) 

 
 

where mi is the initial mass, lossm  is the mass loss, jm  is the mass loss associated with the jth 

off-gas, and gN is the number of gas species. Differentiating Eq. (6) with respect to time yields 

  

1

d ( )d ( )

d d

gN
j

j

m tm t

t t=

− =∑                                                                  (6) 

 
For analysis with GC-MS, the flux of each gas species, represented via abundance, is 
proportional to the number of molecular ions (or instrumentally induced charges or produced 
current). Provided that instrumental artifacts are negligible, quantitative analysis can be 
established by assuming that the mass change rate of the jth off-gas is linearly proportional to 

the jth off-gas abundance or intensity, jI . Thus, 
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where jF  is the jth off-gas calibration coefficient; jF  is dimensionless such that j jF I  has an 

appropriate mass/(time)2 unit. Here t∆  represents a time lag, assumed to be invariant over time 
or temperature, between the thermogravimetry analysis (TGA) signal and the MS detector 
reading, due to the off-gas transfer to the MS detector. Inserting Eq. (7) into Eq. (6), one obtains  
 

1

d ( )
( )

d

gN

j j
j

m t
F I t t

t =

− = + ∆∑                                                          (8) 

 

Eq. (8) correlates the mass loss rate, d ( ) / dm t t , from TGA, with the jI  from MS via gN calibration 

coefficients, which can be obtained using the least squares method. 
 

Under ideal experimental conditions, similar to calibrations performed for quantitative and semi-
quantitative MS analyses shown elsewhere [28], a jth calibration coefficient can be established 
by comparing the integrated intensity with the mass change of a solid sample that releases the 
jth gas in a single reaction. Accordingly,  
 

( )j j jm C I t dt∆ = ∫                                                 (9) 

 

where jC  is the jth gas calibration coefficient and jm∆  is the mass change of the solid sample 

during the gas-evolving process. The range of integration is determined by the start and end of 
the gas-evolving reaction that generates the gas.  
 
EXPERIMENTAL 
 
A simulated high-alumina melter feed (A0), with composition is shown in Table I, was used in 
this study. The feed was formulated to vitrify a high-alumina HLW to produce glass with the 
following composition in mass fractions: SiO2 (0.305), Al2O3 (0.240), B2O3 (0.152), Na2O (0.096), 
CaO (0.061), Fe2O3(0.059), Li2O (0.036), Bi2O3 (0.011), P2O5 (0.011), F (0.007), Cr2O3 (0.005), 
PbO (0.004), NiO (0.004), ZrO2 (0.004), SO3 (0.002), K2O (0.001), MgO (0.001), and ZnO 
(0.001) [7,21,27]. This glass was designed for the Hanford Tank Waste Treatment and 
Immobilization Plant, currently under construction at the Hanford Site in Washington State, USA 
[32]. The batch was heated and stirred at a constant rate to 60 to 80°C, and dried overnight at 
105°C, as described elsewhere [27]. 
 

Table I. Melter feed composition of glass A0 
 

Chemicals Mass(g) 
Al(OH)3 367.49 
H3BO3 269.83 
CaO 60.79 
Fe(OH)3 73.82 
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Li2CO3  88.30 
Mg(OH)2 1.69 
NaOH  99.41 
SiO2  305.05 
Zn(NO3)2·4H2O 2.67 
Zr(OH)4·0.65H2O  5.49 
Na2SO4  3.55 
Bi(OH)3 12.80 
Na2CrO4 11.13 
KNO3  3.04 
NiCO3 6.36 
Pb(NO3)2 6.08 
Fe(H2PO2)3 12.42 
NaF  14.78 
NaNO2  3.37 
Na2C2O4 1.26 
Total 1349.32 

 
 
For DSC-TGA, batch samples of 10–60 mg were placed into a Pt crucible of the TA Instrument 
(New Castle, DE, U.S.A., SDT-Q600) and heated from ambient temperature (∼25°C) to 1200°C. 
The A0 feed was heated at 10 °C min-1. The data were expressed in terms of the cumulative 
mass loss, x, and the rate of change, dx/dT or dx/dt. The Tim was determined as a maximum on 
the dx/dT curve; Tms were estimated for shoulders on larger peaks [21]. 
 
For TGA-GC-MS, 61.7 mg of the feed were place into a Pt crucible of TGA (NETZSCH STA 449 
F1 Jupiter® - Simultaneous TGA-DSC) which is coupled to GC-MS (Agilent 7890A gas 
chromatograph equipped with an Agilent 5975C quadrupole mass spectrometer) via a heated 
transfer line (200°C). The feed was heated at 10 °C min-1 from 50°C to 1200°C. Evolved gases 
move directly from the TGA chamber (under atmospheric pressure) to the GC-MS. Evolved 
gases in the GC were sampled every minute and injected into the GC column where they were 
eluted with He gas and then transferred to the MS detector. To avoid condensation, the heated 
transfer line, the GC column (He with a flow rate of 1.5 mL min-1) and the connecting valve were 
kept at 200°C. MS ionization energy was set to 20 eV and the scan range m/z (mass-to-charge 
ratio) was set 10–100. The reproducibility was checked at the optimized setting conditions (i.e., 
temperature, size of crucible, and flow rates specified) over multiple times. The National Institute 
of Standards and Technology (NIST) mass spectral database, containing a collection of electron 
ionization mass spectra for various molecular species, was employed to identify evolved gases. 
 
RESULTS 
 
TGA-GC-MS Results of CaCO3  
 
The thermal decomposition of calcium carbonate has been intensively studied due to its wide 
industrial application and an apparent simplicity of the reaction. Calcium carbonate 
decomposition reaction involves a relatively large mass loss associated with CO2 evolution 
according to the reaction [29]. 
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CaCO3(s) → CaO(s) + CO2 (g)                                                      (10) 
  
This compound is an appropriate reference for the TGA-GC-MS system because its 
decomposition stoichiometry is well known, the product is not hygroscopic, and the 
decomposition steps are distinct and well resolved [30]. The TGA experiment was completed by 
heating 6.5 mg CaCO3 at 10°C min-1 from 50°C to 1200°C in a 20-ml min-1 helium flow. The 
evolved gases were analyzed using GC-MS. After chromatographic separation, the evolved 
gas, CO2, was identified by its mass spectra through the interactive library search. The 
measured CaCO3 weight loss of 43.20% compares well with the stoichiometric weight loss of 
43.96%. Because of the instrument configuration and GC column, a lag time was considered to 
adjust the MS curve and TG mass loss. The MS and normalized weight derivative (DTG) plots 
are combined in Fig. 1 and show that CaCO3 thermal decomposition takes place between 
530°C and 775°C. 
 

 

Figure 1. TGA-MS (m/z = 44) (solid line) and DTG (dotted line) curves of CaCO3 decomposition  

at 10°C min
-1

 heating rate 

 

DSC-TGA Results of A0 Simulated High Alumina Feed 
 
DSC-TGA activation energies with corresponding coefficients, values of log(Ai/s

-1) with averages, 
values of iw  with averages, optimized iw  values with averaged log(Ai/s

-1) values and their 

correspondent standard deviations (Stdev), and relative standard deviation (RSD) for peaks 1–8 

and four heating rates (β) were obtained elsewhere.  Fig. 2, shows measured (solid lines) and 
fitted (dashed lines) overall reaction rates, along with individual reaction peaks, based on the 
averaged values of log( iA /s-1) and averages of selected values of in . The results of the least 

square analyisis for eight major reactions and agrement between the measured and fitted curve 
is satisfactory [21]. 
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Figure 2. Measured and fitted TGA- DSC peaks 

 
 
 

 Fig. 3 shows ccomparison between the DSC (solid line) and TGA (dashed line) curves for 10 

K min-1. The TGA response [7] was multiplied by 5 because 20.0
1

=∑
=

N

i

TGA
iw  whereas 1

1

=∑
=

N

i

DSC
iw . 

The numbers represent the DSC peaks (Fig.2). 
 
 

 

Figure 3. TGA-DSC reaction rate data comparison 
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TGA-GC-MS Results of A0 Simulated High Alumina Feed  
 
Figure 4 shows TGA normalized weight and normalized weight derivative (DTG) of A0 feed 
heated at 10 K min-1. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Raw TGA data 

 

 
Using the NIST database, the gases detected by the MS (see Fig. 5) were identified by their 
decomposition masses: m/z = 44 for CO2, 18 for H2O, 30 for NO, and 32 for O2. The major 

gases were CO2 and H2O. The generation of O2 was appreciable only at T ≥ 900°C. The minor 
NO peak coincides with the major peak of CO2.  
 
To match the DTG and GC-MS temperature scales, data were smoothed with spline 
interpolation and a ~1.5-min time lag was applied. The time lag of the off-gas transfer from the 
TGA to the MS detector corresponds to the 1.5-mL min-1 flow rate through the 30-m column with 
an inner diameter of 320 µm. 
 
Calibration coefficients (Fj) (Table II) were obtained using least squares analysis. To resolve the 
issue of overlapped CO2 and NO peaks, the least squares optimization was constrained using 
the NO/CO2 ratio of 0.0732 based on the content of carbon and nitrogen in the feed. The 
difficulty of quantifying the O2 release was bypassed by applying separate least squares 
analyses to T < 690°C for H2O and CO2 and T > 690°C for O2. 
 

Table II. Calibration coefficients for individual evolved gases 

Gas Calibration coeficient 

H2O 61.15 10−×  

CO2 
71.36 10−×  
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NO 72.98 10−×  

O2 
87.20 10−×  

 
 
 Fig. 5 compares the mass change rates from DTG with GC-MS gas evolution rates obtained 
with the Fj values listed in Table II. The EGA curve in Fig. 5 represents total gas evolution rate. 
The good agreement between DTG and EGA demonstrates that Eq.(7) yields a reasonable 
simulation.  
 
 

 
Fig. 5 GC-MS spectra and gas evolution rates for gaseous species by TGA and GC-MS of A0 

feed heated at 10 K min-1 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
The previously reported TGA analysis [7] was solely focused on reaction kinetics. Identifying the 
gases by EGA provides a step toward the identification of the gas-evolving reactions for 
individual TGA peaks with the ultimate goal of understanding the reaction mechanisms. As  Fig. 
5 shows, the TGA peaks for individual gases overlap. By EGA results, the TGA peaks below 
400°C mainly correspond to H2O evolution and the TGA peaks above 400°C correspond to CO2, 

NO and O2 evolution (see  Fig. 6). While the EGA can add the chemical characteristics to the 
peaks identified in the TGA, it cannot differentiate detailed individual reactions to produce the 
same gas. The identification of individual reactions and a more precise quantification of each 
evolve gas requires additional information and tests. Figure 6 compares the reaction rates from 

the TGA-DSC–based analysis and the scaled calibration approach from TGA-GC-MS. 
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Figure 6. Reaction rates from the TGA-DSC–based analysis and the scaled calibration approach from 

TGA-GC-MS. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
The DSC-TGA and TGA-GC-MS has shown to be good experimental tool for the understanding 
of the evolved gas analysis (EGA). A detailed gas evolved analysis is one of the main aspects 
that could provide a key element of a more complete understanding of the cold cap reactions. 
The TGA-GC-MS analysis identifies gases evolved from melter feeds during their conversion to 
molten glass. A simple calibration approach correlates the mass loss rate from TGA to the 
production rate of individual gases from EGA on a quantitative basis. This identifies where 
specific mass loss occurs as melter feed is heated and goes through various reactions and 
releases CO2, H2O, NO, and O2. 
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